
The Oklahoma City Community College 
(OCCC) Foundation announces the establishment 
of the Jim & Judy Archer and Ed & Eva 
Pope Nursing Scholarship, a generous endowment 
donated by two families with deep ties to OCCC’s 
nursing program and a desire to honor the life of 
Jim Archer. 

The scholarship was established by Mrs. Archer 
and her four daughters when Mr. Archer passed 
away in November. Three of the four daughters, 
Dr. Robin McMurry, Professor Kay Wetmore and 
Professor Cindy Milam, are nursing faculty at 
OCCC, and the fourth, Chris Eskew, is a librarian 
at a Yukon elementary school.

There are eight nurses in the Archer family, 
and four of them started their training at 
OCCC. Among the eight nurses, two master’s 
degrees, a PhD and one doctor of nursing practice 
degree have been earned. Their specialties include 
labor and delivery, education, pediatrics, surgery, 
intensive care, emergency medicine, oncology, 
community health and adult and pediatric sexual 
assault forensic nursing. Eskew, the librarian, also 
earned her master’s degree.

The largest contribution to the scholarship 
thus far comes from close, lifelong friends of 
the Archer family, hence the second family name 
mentioned in the name of the scholarship – Ed 
and Eva Pope. The Archer and Pope families 
have countless memories together from church 
and community activities to family vacations. Mr. 

If you had told Lindsay Stringer in 
college she would not only be a labor 
and delivery nurse, but that she would 
also be part of a team that saved the 
lives of women who had experienced the 
depths of sexual, physical and emotional 
abuse, she would have said you were 
crazy.

Today, that’s exactly the description 
of the 34-year-old’s professional life.

But, that’s certainly not how Stringer 
started out, she said. Growing up 
in Edmond, Stringer graduated from 
Edmond Memorial High School, moving 
on to Oklahoma State University. There, 
she earned a bachelor of arts degree in 
education. She moved to Seattle, teaching 
there for three years.

After moving back to Oklahoma 
City, the young teacher worked as a 
substitute for a time – but something 
was just missing, Stringer said.

“I just knew that as much as I loved 
art and I had wanted to be a teacher, 
there was more I could, more I knew I 
could achieve,” she said. “I realized that 
nursing was where my heart was, so I 
started nursing school.”

Stringer graduated in 2014 from 

Oklahoma City University’s Kramer School of Nursing. 
While there, she started working in St. Anthony 
Hospital’s labor and delivery department.

“It just turned out to be a great fit for me – I still 
work there full-time,” she said.

It was through her job Stringer first learned about 
something that would change both her life and the lives 
of countless others.

“One of the charge nurses at St. Anthony’s has been 

OCCC nursing 
scholarship 
honors a 

father’s legacy

Lindsay Stringer, a full-time labor and 
delivery nurse at St. Anthony Hospital, 
is also a volunteer sexual assault nurse 
examiner for Oklahoma City YWCA.
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the Dark



Largest-Ever Trial Shows Direct 
Oral Anticoagulants Are Viable 
Option for Treating Blood Clots 

in Patients with Cancer
People with cancer face an increased 

risk for venous thromboembolism 
(VTE), blood clots that occur in deep 
veins like the legs or that travel 
through the blood stream and get 
lodged in the small blood vessels in 
the lungs. Under current guidelines, 
cancer patients who develop VTE 
are prescribed low-molecular-weight 
heparin, an anticoagulant that must 
be injected under the skin daily for 
several months. While effective, this 
regimen can be expensive and often 
burdensome for patients, leading many 
to prematurely discontinue treatment.

Results from the first large 
randomized controlled trial comparing 
this standard blood-thinning treatment 
with newer anticoagulants, DOACs, 
suggest the DOAC known as edoxaban 
— taken as a daily pill — work as well 
as low-molecular-weight heparin and 
could, therefore, offer an alternative and 
potentially more palatable treatment 
strategy, according to researchers.

Roughly one out of five people 
with cancer develop VTE, which 
can cause pain and swelling when 
clots occur in deep veins (known as 
deep vein thrombosis) and breathing 
problems, chest pain and even death if 
they move into the lungs (known as 
pulmonary embolism,). Anticoagulants 
prevent the growth of existing clots 
and prevent others from forming, 
but these drugs also elevate the risk 
of bleeding. Doctors must therefore 
balance the risks of recurrent clots 
against the risks of bleeding when 
treating VTE.

This study enrolled 1,050 individuals 
with cancer being treated for VTE at 
114 centers in 13 countries. Patients 
represented a wide range of cancer 
types and chemotherapy regimens; 
about 10 percent had blood cancers 
and the rest had solid tumors. Half 
were randomly assigned to receive low-
molecular-weight heparin (dalteparin) 
and half were assigned to receive 
edoxaban. This treatment continued for 
up to 12 months. All patients were 
followed up for 12 months or until 
study closure (minimum 9 months).

The study was designed to assess 
two key factors. First, it evaluated 
whether edoxaban is at least as good 

as dalteparin with respect to rates of 
recurrent clots and bleeding, the two 
main risks associated with treating 
VTE. Second, it was the first study 
to measure the benefits of continuing 
treatment with either drug for more 
than six months after the initial VTE.

The results confirm that edoxaban 
is not inferior to dalteparin with 
respect to composite rates of recurrent 
clots and bleeding, the trial’s primary 
endpoint, which occurred in 12.8 
percent of those receiving edoxaban 
and 13.5 percent of those receiving 
dalteparin. Although edoxaban was 
associated with a slightly higher rate 
of major bleeding, this was balanced 
by a slightly lower rate of recurrent 
VTE. Analyses of secondary outcomes 
and subgroups revealed that the two 
drugs were identical in the rates of the 
most severe category of major bleeding, 
and that bleeding was most common in 
the upper gastrointestinal tract and in 
patients with gastrointestinal cancers. 

“For the vast majority of patients 
with cancer-associated VTE, treatment 
with oral edoxaban can replace the 
injectable dalteparin,” said lead study 
author Gary E. Raskob, PhD, dean and 
regents professor of the University of 
Oklahoma College of Public Health. 
“Preventing VTE recurrence and major 
bleeding can allow the oncologist to 
really focus on the patient’s cancer 
treatment.”

Raskob added that the results 
do not necessarily apply to all 
DOACs because some act through 
different mechanisms or are metabolized 
differently than edoxaban. Further 
studies could elucidate which DOACs 
might work best in the context 
of different chemotherapy regimens 
and also illuminate optimal treatment 
regimens for those with gastrointestinal 
cancers, he said.

This study was supported by Daiichi 
Sankyo. Gary E. Raskob, PhD, University 
of Oklahoma College of Public Health, 
presented this study during the Late 
Breaking Abstracts session today, Tuesday 
December 12, to worldwide hematology 
experts gathered at the Georgia World 
Congress Center in Atlanta for the 59th 
Annual Meeting of the American Society 
of Hematology.

Pope and Mr. Archer shared many 
interests, especially their faith and 
love of family.

“My dad and Ed Pope were 
foundational men,” says Mr. Archer’s 
daughter and Professor of Nursing 
Dr. Robin McMurry. “It’s what they 
did. They were men you could count 
on that always showed up and did 
the right thing. This scholarship is a 
perfect tribute to these two families 
and the impact that they made on 
countless number of people.

The Popes had established a 
trust with their life’s earnings, and 
to honor their parents and the 
great friendship of the two families, 
a significant gift was made to 
the Archer scholarship by daughters 
Rebecca Rose and Maria Bonner.

“It is with sincere thanks 
that we honor these families who 
have invested in the future of 
our students training for the 
greatest helping profession,” says 
OCCC President Jerry Steward. “This 
endowed scholarship will forever 
support our students and forever 
honor these families.”

President Steward honored the 
Archer and Pope families at the 
OCCC Board of Regents meeting 
Monday, Jan. 22, 2017.

Nursing students now benefit 
from the endowed scholarship, 
currently valued at more than 
$111,000. To learn more about the Jim 
& Judy Archer and Ed & Eva Pope 
Nursing Scholarship, or other ways 
to give to the OCCC Foundation, 
visit www.occc.edu/foundation/ or 
call the OCCC Foundation at 
405-682-7591.

OCCC enrolls more than 20,000 
students annually. The college is 
currently the largest adult basic 
education provider in the state. 
OCCC offers a full range of 
associate degree programs that 
prepare students to transfer to 
baccalaureate institutions while other 
degree and certificate programs 
prepare students for immediate 
employment. At OCCC, students 
receive a quality education with small 
class sizes, dedicated professors and 
leadership opportunities. Students 
can choose from more than 60 
major fields of study and participate 
in any of the 40+ clubs and 
organizations. For more information 
about OCCC, visit www.occc.edu.



a SANE nurse for a long time – 
she told me what it was all about, 
how much the program did for 
people,” Stringer said. “I also had a 
friend who worked for the Y(WCA) 
and a couple of friends who are 
advocates.”

That SANE nurse was actually 
a sexual assault nurse examiner, 
a volunteer with Oklahoma City 
YWCA and part of a program 
– in conjunction with DVNE, or 
domestic violence nurse examiners - 
that provide care to sexual assault 
victims and women involved in, 
and trying to escape from, domestic 
violence situations.

SANE and DVNE volunteers not 
only care for patients’ physical 
injuries – they are there to provide 
a sounding board for the emotional 
trauma they’ve experienced. While 
conducting a physical examination, 
nurse examiners collect forensic 
evidence for possible criminal action 
against the patient’s attacker and, 
most importantly, they listen, Stringer 
said.

“Each case is different – this is 
life-changing for this person, and 
you are there to make sure not 

only their physical needs are met, 
but also so they know they are 
not alone,” she said. “I knew as 
soon as I took the classes, this was 
something I was meant to do.”

Volunteers like Stringer are 
required to attend training and 
then take eight-hour on-call shifts. 
Sexual assault victims wait for nurse 
examiners in a private area and an 
advocate is also on hand at the time 
of the examination.

“We make a difference because 
we are there – obviously, we are 
there to take care of the physical 
examination, to make sure the 
victims receive the best possible 
medical treatment, but there is so 
much more to it,” said Amanda 
Kemp, YWCA OKC director of 
forensic examinations. “There are the 
forensic aspects, the importance to 
preserve evidence and the emotional 
care for victims who can feel 
victimized again if an exam isn’t 
conducted properly.”

Nurse examiners can face an 
emotional tightrope in dealing with 
victims. Some want justice, while 
others do not want to face everything 
entailed in filing a police report 
relating to sexual and violent assault. 
Most importantly, they many times 
need support in a climate that might 

– perhaps, even subtly – blame 
the victim for the incident; even 
with family and friends, there are 
often feelings of shame that can 
lead those victimized down an even 
darker path, Kemp said.

“So many come forward and 
nobody believes them – how good a 
forensic nurse would I be if I didn’t 
believe them and didn’t collect 
as much evidence and information 
as possible, whether they want to 
report or they’re a case of non-
report,” she said. “There are also so 
many who blame themselves because 
maybe they were drinking, perhaps 
there was a consensual situation 
that led somewhere else.

“Sexual assault is never a natural 
consequence – no one deserves to 
be sexually assaulted,” the forensic 
exam director said.

Stringer and her fellow nurse 
examiners have a unique ability – 
not only to take on a second position 
as a volunteer, but also one that can 
be both physically and emotionally 
draining at times. And, those nurses 
are needed – Kemp said YWCA’s 
SANE and DVNEs conduct about 425 
to 475 examinations a year.

While that number is staggering, 
what is more alarming are the 
numbers of women who never 

receive any kind of examination or 
treatment, women who are afraid 
or embarrassed and never report an 
incident at all.

“I think we should be doing 
thousands of exams,” Kemp said. 
“About 90 percent of college students 
assaulted don’t report for a variety 
of reasons, and that’s frustrating and 
frightening.”

YWCA officials hope nurse 
examiners like Stringer will turn that 
tide. Both sexual assault and domestic 
violence nurse examiners work to 
empower victims, letting them know 
that no matter the circumstances of 
their assault, they are not to blame – 
and they are not alone.

“Sexual assault is a community 
issue that moves far beyond victims, 
their families and the programs that 
are trying to help them,” Kemp 
said.

For Stringer, giving up the time 
to work as a SANE is as much a gift 
to her as a service to those she is 
helping, she said.

“It is an incredible experience, 
it’s something that you can’t really 
describe until you’ve been a part 
of it,” Stringer said. “Each shift is 
something new, it is something that 
means so much to each person – and 
it’s an honor to be a part of it.”



It is an exciting time to be a nurse and Northwestern 
Oklahoma State University is making a difference in 
the lives of nurses and patients alike.  

Nursing at Northwestern 
Oklahoma State University



Balancing Mind, Body & Spirit: 
Complete Health for Self & 
Community will be the title of an 
early spring conference for nurses, 
health professionals, health ministers, 
clergy and anyone interested in 
gaining skills in a caring ministry 
in their faith community. The 11th 
annual Faith Community Nurses 
Association 2018 Conference is 
scheduled for Friday, March 2, 2018 
at Crossings Community Center, 
10255 North Pennsylvania Ave, 
Oklahoma City OK.

The message of 1st Corinthians, 
So there should be no division in 
the body, but its parts should have 
equal concern for each other, helps 
people see that we are whole beings 
and must learn to balance our lives 
and care for all parts of our being. 
The Model for Healthy Living is 
a tool for individuals to use to 
take charge of their own health, 
and it reflects that true wellness is 
not just about our bodies but about 
the interconnectedness of body and 
spirit in the ways that we live. 
There are seven key dimensions of 
the Model for Healthy Living are 
Faith Life, Medical Care, Movement, 
Work, Emotional Life, Nutrition, 
Friends and Family. The Model for 
Healthy Living is a communication 
method, a planning tool, a health 

care strategy in which both providers 
and patients can actively participate. 
Local and national experts will 
lead participants in each of the 
dimensions of the Model. This 
conference will also provide the 
opportunity for participants to 
network and to build relationships 
with nurses and health ministers 
interested in Faith Community 
Nursing.

Registration for the one-day 
conference prior to February 17 
is $60 for FCNA OK members. 
Non-member fees are $90. Nursing 
students fees are $60 and clergy 
fees are $65. Between February 17 
and 27, add $25. After February 
27, add $45. Refunds before 2/17 
less $20 deposit. No refunds after 
February 17. FCNA OK is approved 
as a provider of continuing nursing 
education by the Kansas State 
Board of Nursing. This course is 
approved for 7.25 contact hours 
applicable for APRN, RN, LPN, 
or LMHT relicensure. Kansas State 
Board of Nursing provider number 
LT0298-0316, KAR 60-7-107 
(b)(3)(C).

For registration and brochure, 
see the FCNA website, downloads 
page: www.fcnaok.org. or contact 
Glenda Bronson at 405-936-5226, 
glenda.bronson@mercy.net.

Don’t miss the chance to apply for the Oklahoma Medical Research 
Foundation’s 2018 Sir Alexander Fleming Scholar Program. The deadline 
for the annual summer program is Feb.1.

 High school seniors and college freshmen, sophomores and juniors 
are eligible to apply for the program. Applicants must be Oklahoma 
residents at the time of high school graduation and at least 16 years old 
to qualify.

 Those selected will spend eight weeks in a real laboratory working 
with world-class scientists and physicians. Students will also have access 
to the newest technology and will attend lectures by some of the world’s 
top scientists.

 The program is named after Sir Alexander Fleming, who won the 
Nobel Prize for discovering penicillin. He also traveled to the U.S. to 
dedicate OMRF’s first building in 1949.

 Since 1956, the Fleming Scholar Program has awarded more than 
500 Oklahoma students this tremendous learning opportunity. OMRF 
Vice President of Research Rodger McEver, M.D., and Vice President of 
Clinical Affairs Judith James, M.D., Ph.D., both started their careers as 
Fleming Scholars.
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Winter drives most of us indoors 
to escape the cold. But while cozying 
up inside is great for staying warm, 
it may leave us short in another 
important area: vitamin D.

 Known as the “sunshine vitamin,” 
vitamin D is essential for strengthening 
bones, proper cell growth and bolstering 
the immune system.

“Sunlight is the key to producing 
this vitamin, which happens when 
our skin is exposed to ultraviolet 
rays,” said Oklahoma Medical Research 
Foundation President Stephen Prescott, 
M.D. “That’s fine in the summer, when 
we’re spending a lot of time outdoors. 
But when temperatures drop and we 
head inside, it’s important to find new 
sources of vitamin D.”

Unfortunately, not a lot of foods 
naturally contain vitamin D. As a result, 
it’s added to foods like milk, orange 
juice and breakfast cereals. Vitamin D 
supplements are also available.

 “Other vitamins and minerals are 
usually consumed in appropriate levels 
by eating a sensible, balanced diet,” 
said Prescott. “But with most people, 
this isn’t the case with vitamin D.”

 Prescott recommends that all 
adults consider a vitamin D supplement. 
“It’s especially important for women 
and all older people,” he said. Vitamin 
D is critical to bone health, and a 
deficiency can predispose these groups 
to osteoporosis and other related bone-
health problems.

Bone issues, though, are not the 
only concern. Vitamin D deficiency 
is also being studied for its links 
to diabetes, cancer, hypertension and 

autoimmune disorders.
What makes vitamin D deficiency 

so dangerous, said Prescott, is that most 
people don’t recognize the problem 
until it’s too late.

“It’ll sneak up on you. There are no 
obvious symptoms. Things like broken 
bones wouldn’t occur until an advanced 
stage,” he said. “Obviously, that’s not 
something you want to happen.”

As is so often the case, said 
Prescott, an ounce of prevention is 
worth a ton of cure. “Vitamin D 
supplements are safe and inexpensive. 
And they can protect you from a 
multitude of problems down the road.”

Dr. Stephen Prescott

The following statement is 
attributable to Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, 
RN, NEA-BC, FAAN, president of the 
American Nurses Association (ANA), 
in response to the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
announcement of the formation of a 
new Conscience and Religious Freedom 
Division.

“The American Nurses Association 
Code of Ethics for Nurses with 
Interpretive Statements states that a 
nurse has a duty to care. It also 
states a nurse is justified in refusing 
to participate in a particular decision 
or action that is morally objectionable, 
so long as it is a conscience-based 
objection and not one based on 
personal preference, prejudice, bias, 
convenience, or arbitrariness. Nurses 
are obliged to provide for patient safety, 
to avoid patient abandonment, and 
to withdraw only when assured that 
nursing care is available to the patient. 
Nurses who decide not to participate on 
the grounds of conscientious objection 
must communicate this decision in 
a timely and appropriate manner, in 
advance and in time for alternate 
arrangements to be made for patient 
care. Nurses should not be discriminated 
against by employers for exercising a 
conscience based refusal.

However, we must take care 
to balance health care professionals’ 
rights to exercise their conscience with 
patients’ rights to access a full range 
of health care services. Discrimination 
in health care settings remains a grave 
and widespread problem for many 
vulnerable populations and contributes 
to a wide range of health disparities. 

Tim O’Connor.

ANA President Pamela F. Cipriano, 
PhD, RN, FAAN

 

Gavin Enck, Ph.D., the director of clinical ethics at INTEGRIS, was 
recently appointed by Governor Mary Fallin to be a member of the Oklahoma 
Health Research Committee, an advisory committee to the board of the 
Oklahoma Center for the Advancement of Science and Technology.

The Oklahoma Health Research Committee is comprised of eight health 
research scientists and a member of either the clergy or an individual with 
an advanced degree in philosophy, like Dr. Enck.

The purposes of this committee are to make recommendations on 
program policies and procedures and to assist in peer-review of funding and 
awards applications for the Oklahoma Health Research program. Dr. Enck’s 
appointment on the committee runs until November 2021. 

All patients deserve universal access to high 
quality care and we must guard against 
erosion of any civil rights protections in 
health care that would lead to denied or 
delayed care.”

The American Nurses Association 
(ANA) is the premier organization 
representing the interests of the nation’s 3.6 
million registered nurses. ANA advances 
the nursing profession by fostering high 
standards of nursing practice, promoting 
a safe and ethical work environment, 
bolstering the health and wellness of nurses, 
and advocating on health care issues that 
affect nurses and the public. ANA is at 
the forefront of improving the quality of 
health care for all. For more information, 
visit www.nursingworld.org.



PRACTICAL NURSING PROGRAMS

Autry Technology Center 
www.autrytech.com Enid, OK 73703 Ph: 
580-242-2750 Ext 163

Caddo-Kiowa Tech. Center 
www.caddokiowa.com Ft. Cobb Ph: 
405-643-5511 Ext 263

Canadian Valley Tech. Center 
www.cvtech.org
1. El Reno Campus Ph: 405-422-2341
2. Chickasha Campus Ph: 405-222-7592

Central Technology Center 
www.ctechok.org
1. Drumright Campus Ph: 918-352-2551 Ext 
288
2. Sapulpa Campus 918-224-9300

Chisholm Trail Tech. Center 
www.chisholmtrail.com Ph: 405-729-8324
 
Francis Tuttle Tech. Center 
www.francistuttle.com Oklahoma City Ph: 
405-717-4382

Gordon Cooper Tech. Center 
www.gctech.org 
Shawnee Ph: 405-273-7493 Ext 291

Great Plains Technology Center 
www.gptech.org
1. Lawton Campus Ph: 580-250-5595 
2. Frederick Campus Ph: 580-335-5525

Green Country Technology 
www.gctc.ok.com Okmulgee Ph: 
918-758-0840 Ext 246

High Plains Technology Center 
www.hptc.net Woodward Ph: 580-571-6159

Indian Capital Tech Center 
www.icavts.tec.ok.us
1. Muskogee Campus Ph: 918-686-7565 
2. Sallisaw Campus Ph: 918-775-9119 Ext 108
3. Stilwell Campus Ph: 918-696-3111
4. Tahlequah Campus Ph: 918-456-2594

Kiamichi Technology Center 
www.okktc.org
1. Antlers Campus Ph: 580-298-6354
2. Atoka Campus Ph: 580-889-7321
3. Durant Campus Ph: 580-924-7081
4. Hugo Campus Ph: 580-326-6491
5. McAlester Campus Ph: 918-426-0940
6. Idabel Campus (McCurtain) Ph: 
580-286-7555 
7. Poteau Campus Ph: 918-647-4526
8. Stigler Campus Ph: 918-967-2801
9. Talihina Campus Ph: 918-567-2264

Meridian Technology Center 
www.meridian-technology.com Stillwater, 
OK 74074
Ph: 405-377-3333 Ext 324

Metro Technology Center 
www.metrotech.org Oklahoma City Ph: 
405-605-4610

Mid-America Technology Center 
www.matech.org
Wayne Ph: 405-449-3391 Ext 265

Mid-Del Lewis Eubanks Technology Center
www.mid-del.tec.ok.us Midwest City Ph: 
405-739-1713

Moore Norman Technology Center 
www.mntechnology.com Norman Ph: 
405-364-5763 Ext 7349 

Northeast Technology Centers 
www.netechcenters.com
1. Pryor Division Ph: 918-825-5555
2. Afton Division Ph: 918-257-8324
3. Kansas Division Kansas, OK Ph: 
918-868-3535
4. Claremore Division Ph: 918-342-8066

Northwest Technology Center 
www.nwtech.edu
Alva Ph: 580-327-0344

Pioneer Technology Center 
www.pioneertech.org
Ponca City Ph: 580-762-8336 Ext 251

Platt College www.plattcollege.org
(Conditional Approval)
1. Tulsa Campus Ph: 918-663-9000
2. Oklahoma City Campus  Ph: 405-946-7799
3. Moore Campus Ph: 405-912-2777 
4. Lawton Campus Ph: 580-355-4416

Pontotoc Technology Center 
www.pontotoc.com Ada Ph: 580-310-2258

Red River Technology Center 
www.redriver.tec.ok.us
Duncan Ph: 580-255-2903 Ext 237

Southern Okla. Tech. Center 
www.sotc.org
Ardmore Ph: 580-223-2070 Ext 239

Southwest Technology Center 
www.swtc.org
Altus Ph: 580-477-2250 Ext 257

Tri County Technology Center 
www.tctc.org
Bartlesville Ph: 918-331-3223

Tulsa Tech, HSC www.tulsatech.com
Tulsa Ph: 918-828-5000/828-1043

Western Technology Center 
www.wtc.tec.ok.us
Burns Flat Ph: 580-562-3181 Ext 2264 

Wes Watkins Technology Center 
www.wwtech.org
Wetumka Ph: 405-452-5500 Ext 277

REGISTERED NURSING PROGRAMS

Carl Albert State College 
www.carlalbert.edu
1. Poteau Campus Phone: 918-647-1350-1355
2. Sallisaw Campus Phone: 918-775-6977

Connors State College 
www.connorsstate.edu
Muskogee Campus Phone: 918-684-5436

Eastern Oklahoma State College 
www.eosc.edu
1. Wilburton Campus Phone: 918-465-2361 

Oklahoma’s Nursing Times 

College Nursing Guide (Abreviated)
- another free service provided by Oklahoma’s Nursing Times -

ext. 796
2. Idabel Campus Phone: 580-286-9431
3. McAlester Campus Phone: 918-302-3607

Murray State College www.mscok.edu
1. Tishomingo Campus Phone: 580-371-2371 
ext. 337
2. Internet-Based Campus Tishomingo  
Phone: 580-371-2371 ext. 337

Northeastern OK A&M College 
www.neo.edu
Miami Phone: 918-540-6312

Northern Oklahoma College www.noc.edu
1. Tonkawa Campus Phone: 580-628-6679
2. Enid Campus Phone: 580-242-6300
3. Stillwater Campus Phone: 405-372-1480

Oklahoma City Community College 
www.okc.cc.ok.us Oklahoma City Phone: 
405-682-7507

Oklahoma State University 
www.osuokc.edu
Oklahoma City Phone: 405-945-3295 

OSU Institute of Technology Okmulgee 
www.osuit.edu Phone: 918-293-5337

Redlands Community College 
www.redlandscc.edu El Reno Phone: 
405-422-1262

Rogers State University www.rsu.edu
1. Claremore Campus Phone: 918-343-7635
2. Bartlesville Campus Phone: 918-338-8000

Rose State College www.rose.edu
1. Midwest City Campus
Phone: 405-733-7546
2. Internet-Based Campus Midwest City 
Phone: 405-733-7546

Seminole State College www.ssc.cc.ok.us
Phone: 405-382-9205 

Tulsa Community College www.tulsacc.edu
1. Tulsa Campus Phone: 918-595-7188
2. Owasso Campus Satellite Site Phone: 
580-595-7188

Western Oklahoma State College 
www.wosc.edu
1. Altus Campus Phone: 580-477-7830
2. Lawton Campus Phone: 580-477-7830
3. Elk City Campus Phone: 580-477-7830
4. Internet-Based Campus Altus Phone: 
580-477-7830 

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

East Central University www.ecok.edu
1. Ada Campus Ph: 580-332-8000 Ext 
433/434
2. Durant Campus Ph: 580-924-0121
3. Ardmore Campus Ph: 580-223-1441

Langston University www.lunet.edu
1. Langston Campus Ph: 405-466-3411
2. Tulsa Campus Ph: 918-594-8070

Northwestern OK State Univ. 
www.nwosu.edu
1. Alva Campus Ph: 580-327-8489
2. Enid Campus Ph: 580-233-3101 
3. Woodward Campus Ph: 580-327-8489
4. Ponca City Campus Ph: 580-718-5600

Oklahoma Baptist University 
www.okbu.edu
Shawnee Ph: 405-878-2081

Oklahoma Christian University 
www.oc.edu
Oklahoma City Ph: 405-425-5000

Oklahoma City University Kramer School 
of Nursing
www.okcu.edu
1. Oklahoma City Campus Ph: 405-208-5900
2. Duncan Campus Ph: 405-208-5900

Oklahoma Wesleyan University
www.okwu.edu
Bartlesville Ph: 918-335-6276 

Oral Roberts University www.oru.edu
Tulsa Ph: 918-495-6198

Rogers State University www.rsu.edu
1. Claremore Campus Phone: 918-343-7635
2. Bartlesville Campus Phone: 918-338-8000

Southern Nazarene University 
www.snu.edu
Bethany Ph: 405-491-6610

Southwestern OK State Univ. 
www.swosu.edu
Weatherford Ph: 580-774-3261

University of Central Oklahoma 
www.uco.edu
Edmond Ph: 405-974-5000

University of Oklahoma www.ouhsc.edu
1. Oklahoma City Campus Ph: 405-271-2428 
2.  Tulsa Campus Ph: 918-660-3950
3.  Lawton Campus Ph: 580-591-8094

The University of Tulsa 
www.cab.utulsa.edu
Ph: 918-631-2619 

The following programs admit only 
Registered Nurses to Upper Division 
Courses and Grant a Baccalaureate 
Degree in Nursing.
Information on these programs is 
provided here as a service to the public; 
however, approval by the Oklahoma 
Board of Nursing is not required for 
RN-BSN programs. Please check with the 
Accreditation Commission for Education 
in Nursing (ACEN) or the Commission on 
Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) for 
information on the accreditation status 
of the programs.

Bacone College www.bacone.edu Muskogee 
Ph: 918-781-7325

Northeastern State Univ. www.nsuok.edu
Muskogee Ph: 918-781-5410

Oklahoma Panhandle State Univ. 
www.opsu.edu Goodwell  
Ph: 580-349-2611 Ext 269

University of Phoenix www.phoenix.edu 
1. Tulsa Campus Ph: 918-622-4981
2. Oklahoma City Campus Ph: 888-888-8166
3. Norman Campus Ph: 405-842-8007 



A. I have told Terry on several occasions (more than I can 
count) that I felt lonely and wanted us to spend more quality time 
together. Sometimes I cried, probably not the best reaction because 
Terry really shuts down then. But I get so frustrated I don’t know 
what to do.

I never ever thought about cheating on him. I had a few 
occasions when a man would flirt and definitely let me know 
he was interested but I really loved my husband, it was not an 
option.

Terry would not go to counseling. He always had a reason why 
he was not interested. I went by myself which helped me but we 
couldn’t really address certain issues without Terry being present.

This part of my story sounds unbelievable but it really 
happened. One day I was grocery shopping and I stopped to 
read some food labels, so did another person, a man. We stood 
there discussing food and how complicated eating healthy can be. 
He asked me if I wanted to get coffee and I said yes. So fast 
forward................. Yes I had an affair that turned into love. I had 
already thought about divorce but now it was definite. I did not 
think Terry would disagree since he showed very little interest in 
me.

But I was wrong. When he learned I had found someone I 
wanted to be with he completely freaked. Told me to end it. I was 
really stunned that he got so upset.

I did end the affair. It made me very sad. Now Terry was ready 
to go to counseling.......too little to late. So we went to counseling. 
All Terry could focus on was my affair. The therapist tried to get 
us to look at what was going on in our marriage before the affair. 
I reminded Terry of all the times I had tried to get him to talk 
to me, actually begging him to talk to me. He agreed that I had 
“mentioned it.”

I was not able to continue in my marriage, too much had 
happened. I am not with the man I had the affair with either. I 
am with me right now. I am trying to learn how I could have 
done things differently. But also I realize that I tried really hard 
to communicate my thoughts and feelings but I was shut out. You 
can only try so many times until you just burn out.

So I guess the moral of my story is..........husbands and wives 
please listen to each other and care enough to make changes before 
burn out is irreversible.

Q. I am really at a loss to understand my husband 
(soon to be ex-husband). I have been telling him for 
MANY months that I was unhappy and wanted us 
to go to a marriage counselor. He finally gave in but 
here’s what happened.
 --Naomi

If you would like to send a 
question to Vicki, email us at 
news@okcnursingtimes.com

Vicki L Mayfield, M.Ed., R.N., 
LMFT Marriage and Family 

Therapy Oklahoma City

 



 Each week we visit with health care 
professionals throughout the Metro

Email: 
news@okcnursingtimes.com

or mail to
Oklahoma’s Nursing Times

P.O. Box 239 
Mustang, Ok. 73064

Please Let us know Your Thoughts

What do you like best about working at The Children’s Hospital in Bethany
“At The Children’s Center, we 
do not look at what our 
children cannot do, but what 
they can do.”

“I first toured The 
Children’s Center 
Rehabilitation Hospital 
when I was in nursing 
school, and I absolutely fell 
in love with this place.”

“Working at The Children’s 
Center has been such 
a blessing to me. The 
children open my eyes to 
so many possibilities and 
inspire me”

Marilyn Cox, RN Shala Merrill, RN Stephanie Thomas, RN Rachel Shepherd, RN

“TCC is special for me 
because we have the 
opportunity to treat such 
a unique group of patients 
who, in many ways, 
become like family.”




